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Abstract of JP2001218992

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To allow a thread end to be securely

drawn out of a needle hole in a threading device for a sewing

machine.
SOLUTION: The threading device 4 of a lock machine 1 provided

with a thread guide means 10 holding a thread T from a bobbin and

moving so that the held thread accesses closely needle holes 2a,

3a of sewing machine needles 2, 3 and juts out, and then, releasing

the thread and returning to its initial position and a threading hook

25 catching the thread accessing needle holes and jutted out by the

thread guide means 10 and moving so that the thread is drawn in

the needle hole so as to form a loop, is also provided with a hook

26a catching the thread T when the thread T drawn in the needle

holes 2a, 3a comes off the threading hook 25, at a position

separated from the threading hook 25, and further, an elastic

member 26 moving to such a position that the end of the thread T
caught by the thread-catching hook 26a passes through the needle

hole.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] A tension-thread-guard means to grasp thread from a spool, and to detach thread and to return to the original

location after moving so that grasped thread may approach a pinholing of a needle and may be jutted out A threader

hook which moves so that thread jutted out by approaching a pinholing with a tension-thread-guard means may be

caught and this thread may be drawn in a pinholing in the shape of a loop It is characterized by to have a prehension

migration means is threader equipment ofthe sewing machine equipped with the above, and move to the location where

an edge of thread which has the thread prehension section which catches the thread in a location estranged from a

threader hook when thread in the condition were drawn in a pinholing separates from a threader hook, and was caught

by the thread prehension section passes through a pinholing.

[Claim 2] A prehension migration means is threader equipment of a sewing machine according to claim 1 characterized

by being attached so that the thread prehension section may be located under the threader hook to a threader hook

driving means driven so that a threader hook may be approached and estranged to a needle.

[Claim 3] A prehension migration means is threader equipment of a sewing machine according to claim 1 or 2

characterized by at least a part consisting of an elastic member so that it may retreat, if the thread prehension section

touches other members.

[Claim 4] Threader equipment of a sewing machine according to claim 1 to 3 characterized by preparing a thread cutting

member in a position.

[Claim 5] A thread cutting member is threader equipment of a sewing machine according to claim 4 characterized by

being the **** cutter fixed to the sewing-machine arm lower part.

[Translation done.]

http://ww4.ipdl.jpo.go.jp/^ 2/6/2004
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.
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3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[The technical field to which invention belongs] This invention relates to the threader equipment of the sewing machine

which lets thread pass to the pinholing of a needle.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Conventionally, what the threader equipment which lets a needle thread pass to the

pinholing of a needle is known, for example, is indicated by the patent official report No. 2917320 is mentioned. By the

detailed hook which can pass through the pinholing of a needle, the threader equipment indicated by this official report

is pulling up the needle thread cut by the defined length, and performs a threader.

[0003]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, with the threader equipment of the above-mentioned official

report, as indicated in the 4th page right column of - of 37th line the 40th line of an official report Since "it becomes

impossible for hook 37 to be unable to hold a needle thread T and it separates from a hook 35 in the rise process with

the self-weight of the frictional force in **** 99 of a needle thread T, or a needle thread T etc.", It was troublesome

from from [ ofbeing as requiring the activity of thread becoming free in the condition of having not drawn out the

margin of string completely, and thread separating, and taking out the margin of string from a pinholing using a tool like

a pincette **** / and ]. [ redoing a threader ]

[0004] The technical problem of this invention is in the threader equipment of the sewing machine which lets a needle

thread pass to the pinholing of a needle to draw out the margin of string certainly from a pinholing, and simplify a

threader activity more.

[0005]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to solve the above technical problem, invention according to claim 1 For

example, a tension-thread-guard means to detach thread and to return to the original location after moving so that thread

which grasped thread (T) from a spool and was grasped may approach a pinholing (2a, 3a) of a needle (2 3) and may be

jutted out as shown in drawing 1 and drawing 2 (10), In threader equipment (4) of a sewing machine (lock sewing

machine 1) equipped with a threader hook (25) which moves so that thread jutted out by approaching a pinholing with a

tension-thread-guard means may be caught and this thread may be drawn in a pinholing in the shape of a loop the thread

prehension section (thread prehension hook 26a —) which catches the thread in a location estranged from a threader

hook when thread in the condition ofhaving been drawn in a pinholing separates from a threader hook It has hook 31

and is characterized by having a prehension migration means (an elastic member 26, prehension migration means 30)

for an edge of thread caught by the thread prehension section to pass through a pinholing and to move to a location.

[0006] According to invention according to claim 1 , thread from a spool is jutted out near the pinholing of a needle by

tension-thread-guard means, and the thread is drawn in a pinholing in the shape of a loop by threader hook.

Furthermore, when the thread separates from a threader hook, it is caught by the thread prehension section of a

prehension migration means, and the margin of string does not become free on the way like threader equipment of the

former [ pass / by migration of a prehension migration means / through a pinholing / the margin of string ], and the

margin of string can be certainly drawn out from a pinholing.

[0007] It is characterized by setting invention according to claim 2 to threader equipment of a sewing machine

according to claim 1, and attaching a prehension migration means so that the thread prehension section may be located

under the threader hook to a threader hook driving means (20) driven so that a threader hook may be approached and

estranged to a needle.

[0008] According to invention according to claim 2, a prehension migration means can be certainly caught, when thread
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which a threader hook caught separates from a threader, moving with a threader hook since it is attached in a threader

hook driving means so that the thread prehension section may be located under the threader hook. Here, although

especially a concrete configuration of a threader hook driving means is not limited, for example, you may be the

configuration ofhaving the axis of rotation and driving a threader hook through this shaft, and may be the configuration

ofusing an actuator and driving a threader hook.

[0009] Invention according to claim 3 is set to threader equipment of a sewing machine according to claim 1 or 2, and at

least a part is characterized by consisting of an elastic member (an elastic member 26, spring 34) so that a prehension

migration means may retreat, if the thread prehension section touches other members.

[0010] If it is attached in a threader hook driving means like especially claim 2 when the thread prehension section is

prepared near the threader hook, the thread prehension section may touch other members, such as a needle, in the case

of an activity which draws thread in a pinholing by threader hook. However, since at least a part consists of an elastic

member so that it may retreat, if the thread prehension section touches other members and it will retreat so that the field

doubling prehension section which contacted a needle etc. may escape if it is the prehension migration means of claim

3, it does not have a bad influence on an activity which draws thread. Here, it may be formed from a metal and resin

with which the prehension migration means whole [ for example, ] has flexibility, saying "at least a part consists of an

elastic member", and elastic members, such as a spring and rubber, may be prepared apart from the thread prehension

section.

[001 1] Invention according to claim 4 is characterized by preparing a thread cutting member (cutter 12) in a position in

threader equipment of a sewing machine according to claim 1 to 3.

[0012] Since a thread cutting member prepared in a position can cut thread from a spool in a regular location according

to invention according to claim 4, length to the margin of string always becomes fixed. Therefore, it can constitute from

adjusting a location of a migration place of a prehension migration means after catching thread, and a location of a

thread cutting member easily so that the margin of string may surely pass through a pinholing.

[0013] In threader equipment of a sewing machine according to claim 4, a thread cutting member may be the ****

cutter fixed to the sewing-machine arm lower part like invention according to claim 5. If a **** cutter prepared also

conventionally is made to serve a double purpose also as a thread cutting member for a threader like invention according

to claim 5, a thread cutting member can be prepared without increasing components mark.

[0014]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, the gestalt of operation of this invention is explained to details based on a

drawing. In order that the threader equipment 4 of drawing 1 may be formed in sewing-machine arm la of the

exaggerated lock sewing machine 1 and may let a needle thread pass to the pinholings 2a and 3a oftwo needles 2 and 3,

it is equipment. Threader equipment 4 mainly consists of a control lever 1 1, a cutter 12, the tension-thread-guard means

10, a needle bar thread guide 14, and a threader hook driving means 20 shown in drawing 2 . The threader hook driving

means 20 is usually in sewing-machine arm la behind the tension-thread-guard means 10, and is not in sight from an

outside.

[001 5] A control lever 1 1 is a lever operated in case it lets Thread T pass to a needle thread. A cutter 12 is a **** cutter

which edge 12a is attached and cuts **** at the time ofring sewing sewing, such as**********. Moreover, the cutter

12 is formed in the position of the side lower part of sewing-machine arm la which is also a thread cutting member and

is shown in drawing 1 which cuts a needle thread at the time of a threader. This "position" is considered so that the

margin of string of the thread T which can be pulled up by thread prehension hook 26a in the case of the threader

actuation mentioned later may become the length which passes through Pinholings 2a and 3a certainly, and it is decided.

In addition, although the conventional **** cutter was prepared in A location of drawing 1 , it is prepared in B location

in this invention in consideration of the time of a threader. A needle bar thread guide 14 consists of a spiral wire by

which the screw stop was carried out to the upper part of the needle fixed part 16.

[0016] The tension-thread-guard means 10 consists of the PURITENSHON section 13 and a wiper 15. The

PURITENSHON section 13 is nippers about thread between attachment substrate 13a and PURITENSHON pan 13b at

the time of a threader. It is formed so that the right flank of attachment substrate 13a may extend, and the wiper 15 with

which the lower limit section was divided into the edge at two forks is being fixed. The amount of two crotches of a

wiper 1 5 are guide rail 1 5a for guiding thread.

[0017] The threader hook driving means 20 shown in drawing 2 consists of electrode-holder 21a which fixed on the

threader shaft 21 and this threader shaft 21, the hook drive board 22, hook covering 23, and 24 grades. As shown in

drawing 3
,
among the hook coverings 23 and 24, it is prepared so that the threader hook 25 by which the tip was

formed in the downward ** type may project. This threader hook 25 is the magnitude which passes and can do

Pinholings 2a and 3 a. The threader hook driving means 20 is driven so that this threader hook 25 may be approached
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and estranged to needles 2 and 3.

[0018] Moreover, it consists of a long and slender member, and the elastic member 26 which has elasticity possible

[ bending ] as a whole is attached in the back side of the hook drive board 22. The elastic member 26 is being fixed to

the hook drive board 22 with the screw 27, the washer 28, and the nut 29. Moreover, the point of an elastic member 26

is formed needlelike toward the upper part, and has become thread prehension hook (thread prehension section) 26a

which catches the thread shifted from the threader hook 25 so that it may face among the hook coverings 23 and 24.

That is, an elastic member 26 serves as a prehension migration means of this invention. Moreover, as shown in drawing

4 (a), thread prehension hook 26a is just under the threader hook 25, and it is prepared so that the tip may be slightly

located in front near the tip of the threader hook 25.

[0019] The tension-thread-guard means 10 and the hook driving means 20 are constituted so that each may carry out

predetermined actuation with actuation of a control lever 11. That is, it is interlocked with that a control lever 1 1 is

depressed caudad, and the PURITENSHON section 13 and a wiper 15 move until a wiper 15 passes the front of needles

2 and 3 toward the bottom in a slight right slanting. While the threader shaft 21 descends to coincidence mostly, it

rotates in the direction in which the tip ofthe hook drive board 22 goes ahead, and the threader hook 25 passes along the

pinholing of a needle 2 or a needle 3. Next, if a control lever 1 1 is detached, while a control lever 1 1 goes up and

returning to the original location, the PURITENSHON section 13 and a wiper 15 move to the left slanting upper part,

and the threader shaft 21 goes up rotating to hard flow, and they will be in the original condition. Although usually

closed between attachment substrate 13a of the PURITENSHON section 13, and PURITENSHON pan 13b, when going

up, it opens, after the threader hook 25 catches thread certainly. In addition, since such a device of threader equipment

10 of operation is well-known technology already, details are omitted.

[0020] It can choose now as threader equipment 10 to any of needles 2 and 3 a threader is carried out by preparing the

needle change over lever which is not illustrated and operating this lever.

[0021] The actuation at the time of the threader activity in the threader equipment 10 ofthe above-mentioned

configuration is explained, the thread T first guided with threader equipment 10 from the spool which does not have the

sewing-machine arm la upper part a drawing example when letting a needle thread pass to a needle 2 — a needle bar

thread guide 14 - through - if it hangs, the outside ofthrough and a control lever 1 1 is turned subsequently to guide rail

15a of a wiper 15 between attachment substrate 13a of the PURITENSHON section 13, and PURITENSHON pan 13b

and thread is hung on a cutter 12, thread will snap in the location. At this time, the threader hook 25 and thread

prehension hook 26a are in the condition ofdrawing 4 (a).

[0022] In this condition, if a control lever 1 1 is lengthened below (the direction of arrow head C of drawing 1 ), the

PURITENSHON section 13 will move toward the bottom as mentioned above in the slight right slanting in drawing 1 .

It moves so that Thread T may be guided [ both ] to a wiper 15. If it stops in the place where the wiper 15 passed the

needles 2 and 3 front, by between attachment substrate 13a of the PURITENSHON section 13 and PURITENSHON pan

13b being closed, it is inserted by sufficient force and Thread T will ****** with predetermined tension just before the

pinholing of a needle 2.

[0023] It rotates, while the threader shaft 21 descends to coincidence mostly with the above-mentioned

PURITENSHON section 13 and actuation of a wiper 15, and the threader hook 25 approaches pinholing 2a of a needle

2. When Thread T changes into the condition ofhaving ******ed before pinholing 2a, by further rotation of the

threader shaft 21, the threader hook 25 passes through pinholing 2a, and draws Thread T in pinholing 2a in the shape of

a jig loop by the ** type tip. It seems that it bends back and a needle 2 is not affected as shown in drawing 4 (b) since it

has flexibility although the tip of thread prehension hook 26a contacts the lower limit section of a needle 2 at this time.

[0024] If the hand of a control lever 1 1 is lifted in this condition, the control lever 1 1 goes up so that it may return. The

threader shaft 21 goes up rotating to hard flow, and in connection with this motion, as shown in drawing 4 (c), the

threader hook 25 pulls up Thread T. At this time, since thread prehension hook 26a also separates from the needle 2, it

returns to the original configuration. Moreover, mostly, it is wide opened by coincidence between attachment substrate

13a and PURITENSHON pan 13b, and the PURITENSHON section 13 and a wiper 15 detach Thread T, move to the

diagonal left, and return to the original location. Although Thread T will separate from the threader hook 25 with a self-

weight etc. in the process in which the threader hook 25 goes up, thread prehension hook 26a located under the slant of

the threader hook 25 is started, and it is caught. If it goes up while the threader shaft 21 furthermore rotates, and return

and thread prehension hook 26a also return to the original position in readiness in the original location, the margin of

string ofThread T currently cut by predetermined length will pass through pinholing 2a ( drawing 4 (d)). In addition,

since thread prehension hook 26a is not fixed only by having hooked Thread T, sewing can be started without the

activity removed from thread prehension hook 26a.

[0025] According to the threader equipment 10 of a more than, the thread which separated from the threader hook 25
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when drawing out Thread T from a pinholing is caught by thread prehension hook 26a, and the margin of string is in the

middle of drawing, and since the margin of string passes from a pinholing with the actuation in which thread prehension

hook 26a returns to the original location, it can be certainly drawn out from a pinholing so that it may not become free.

Therefore, a threader activity is easy and can be done certainly. Moreover, it is attached in the hook drive board 22

which constitutes the threader hook driving means 20, and thread prehension hook 26a is under the threader hook 25,

and since the elastic member 26 which has thread prehension hook 26a is located ahead, it can catch certainly the thread

T which separated from the threader hook 25, moving with the threader hook 25. Thread prehension hook 26a retreats

bending, and seems furthermore, for thread prehension hook 26a to be just under the threader hook 25, and to contact a

needle 2, when the threader hook 25 draws out thread since the tip is prepared so that it may be slightly located in front

near the tip of the threader hook 25, but not to affect a needle 2, since it is a part of elastic member 26.

[0026] Moreover, since the thread T pulled out from the spool by the cutter 12 prepared in the position under a sewing-

machine arm la flank can be cut in the regular location, if thread prehension hook 26a returns to a position in readiness,

the margin of string will surely be drawn out from a pinholing. Furthermore, since the cutter 12 serves also as the

conventional **** cutter, its components mark do not increase.

[0027] In addition, as for this invention, it is needless to say not limited to the gestalt of the above-mentioned
.

implementation and for it to be able to change suitably. For example, a configuration as shown in drawing 5 is sufficient

as a prehension migration means. The prehension migration means 30 is shown in drawing 5 . The prehension migration

means 30 consists ofhook 31, a spring 34, an omission stop screw 32, and supporter material 33. The hook 31 which is

the thread prehension section is formed in the shape of [ ofKO ] a character. Hook 31 is supported, it is fixed by being

attached in said hook drive board 22 for example, and the supporter material 33 has fitting hole 33a in which head 31a

ofhook 31 is inserted.

[0028] When the migration prehension means 30 ofdrawing 5 is applied to the gestalt of the above-mentioned

implementation, hook 31 is under the threader hook 25, and it is located in said thread prehension hook 26a said

appearance so that it may come in front. If the tip contacts a needle, hook 3 1 resists the elastic force of a spring 34, it

retreats so that head 3 1 a may meet fitting hole 33a, and if it separates from a needle, it can catch the thread which

separated from return and a threader hook ahead according to the energization force of a spring 34.

[0029] Furthermore, although the threader hook was driven with the gestalt of the above-mentioned implementation

with the threader shaft which rotates with actuation of a control lever, it is good also as a configuration which other

devices are sufficient as, for example, contains an actuator. Moreover, although the exaggerated lock sewing machine

explained in this example, the threader equipment of this invention may be applied to other sewing sewing machines of

these, an encaustic sewing sewing machine, etc.

[0030]

[Effect of the Invention] According to invention according to claim 1, the thread from a spool is jutted out near the

pinholing of a needle by the tension-thread-guard means, and the thread is drawn in a pinholing in the shape of a loop by

threader hook. Furthermore, when the thread separates from a threader hook, it is caught by the thread prehension

section of a prehension migration means, and the margin of string does not become free on the way like the threader

equipment ofthe former [ pass / by migration of a prehension migration means / through a pinholing / the margin of

string ], and the margin of string can be certainly drawn out from a pinholing. Therefore, a threader activity can be

performed simply and certainly.

[0031] According to invention according to claim 2, a prehension migration means can be certainly caught, when the

thread which the threader hook caught separates from a threader, moving with a threader hook since it is attached in the

threader hook driving means so that the thread prehension section may be located under the threader hook.

[0032] If it is attached in the threader hook driving means like especially claim 2 when the thread prehension section is

prepared near the threader hook, the thread prehension section may touch other members, such as a needle, in the case

of the activity which draws thread in a pinholing by threader hook. However, since at least a part consists of an elastic

member so that it may retreat, if the thread prehension section touches other members and it will retreat so that the field

doubling prehension section which contacted the needle etc. may escape if it is the prehension migration means of claim

3, it does not have a bad influence on the activity which draws thread.

[0033] Since the thread cutting member prepared in the position can cut the thread from a spool in the regular location

according to invention according to claim 4, the length to the margin of string always becomes fixed. Therefore, it can

constitute from adjusting the location of the migration place ofthe prehension migration means after catching thread,

and the location of a thread cutting member easily so that the margin of string may surely pass through a pinholing.

Moreover, ifthe **** cutter prepared also conventionally is made to serve a double purpose also as a thread cutting

member like invention according to claim 5, a thread cutting member can be prepared, without increasing components
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[The technical field to which invention belongs] This invention relates to the threader equipment ofthe sewing machine

which lets thread pass to the pinholing of a needle.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Conventionally, what the threader equipment which lets a needle thread pass to the

pinholing of a needle is known, for example, is indicated by the patent official report No. 2917320 is mentioned. By the

detailed hook which can pass through the pinholing of a needle, the threader equipment indicated by this official report

is pulling up the needle thread cut by the defined length, and performs a threader.

[0003]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, with the threader equipment of the above-mentioned official

report, as indicated in the 4th page right column of - of 37th line the 40th line of an official report Since "it becomes

impossible for hook 37 to be unable to hold a needle thread T and it separates from a hook 35 in the rise process with

the self-weight of the frictional force in **** 99 of a needle thread T, or a needle thread T etc.", It was troublesome

from from [ ofbeing as requiring the activity of thread becoming free in the condition ofhaving not drawn out the

margin of string completely, and thread separating, and taking out the margin of string from a pinholing using a tool like

a pincette **** / and ]. [ redoing a threader ]

[0004] The technical problem of this invention is in the threader equipment of the sewing machine which lets a needle

thread pass to the pinholing of a needle to draw out the margin of string certainly from a pinholing, and simplify a

threader activity more.

[0005]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to solve the above technical problem, invention according to claim 1 For

example, a tension-thread-guard means to detach thread and to return to the original location after moving so that thread

which grasped thread (T) from a spool and was grasped may approach a pinholing (2a, 3a) of a needle (2 3) and may be

jutted out as shown in drawing 1 and drawing 2 (10), In threader equipment (4) of a sewing machine (lock sewing

machine 1) equipped with a threader hook (25) which moves so that thread jutted out by approaching a pinholing with a

tension-thread-guard means may be caught and this thread may be drawn in a pinholing in the shape of a loop the thread

prehension section (thread prehension hook 26a —) which catches the thread in a location estranged from a threader

hook when thread in the condition ofhaving been drawn in a pinholing separates from a threader hook It has hook 3

1

and is characterized by having a prehension migration means (an elastic member 26, prehension migration means 30)

for an edge of thread caught by the thread prehension section to pass through a pinholing and to move to a location.

[0006] According to invention according to claim 1, thread from a spool is jutted out near the pinholing of a needle by

tension-thread-guard means, and the thread is drawn in a pinholing in the shape of a loop by threader hook.

Furthermore, when the thread separates from a threader hook, it is caught by the thread prehension section of a

prehension migration means, and the margin of string does not become free on the way like threader equipment of the

former [ pass / by migration of a prehension migration means / through a pinholing / the margin of string ], and the

margin of string can be certainly drawn out from a pinholing.

[0007] It is characterized by setting invention according to claim 2 to threader equipment of a sewing machine

according to claim 1, and attaching a prehension migration means so that the thread prehension section may be located

under the threader hook to a threader hook driving means (20) driven so that a threader hook may be approached and

estranged to a needle.

[0008] According to invention according to claim 2, a prehension migration means can be certainly caught, when thread
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which a threader hook caught separates from a threader, moving with a threader hook since it is attached in a threader

hook driving means so that the thread prehension section may be located under the threader hook. Here, although

especially a concrete configuration of a threader hook driving means is not limited, for example, you may be the

configuration of having the axis of rotation and driving a threader hook through this shaft, and may be the configuration

ofusing an actuator and driving a threader hook.

[0009] Invention according to claim 3 is set to threader equipment of a sewing machine according to claim 1 or 2, and at

least a part is characterized by consisting of an elastic member (an elastic member 26, spring 34) so that a prehension

migration means may retreat, if the thread prehension section touches other members.

[0010] If it is attached in a threader hook driving means like especially claim 2 when the thread prehension section is

prepared near the threader hook, the thread prehension section may touch other members, such as a needle, in the case

of an activity which draws thread in a pinholing by threader hook. However, since at least a part consists of an elastic

member so that it may retreat, if the thread prehension section touches other members and it will retreat so that the field

doubling prehension section which contacted a needle etc. may escape if it is the prehension migration means of claim

3, it does not have a bad influence on an activity which draws thread. Here, it may be formed from a metal and resin

with which the prehension migration means whole [ for example, ] has flexibility, saying "at least a part consists of an

elastic member", and elastic members, such as a spring and rubber, may be prepared apart from the thread prehension

section.

[001 1] Invention according to claim 4 is characterized by preparing a thread cutting member (cutter 12) in a position in

threader equipment of a sewing machine according to claim 1 to 3.

[0012] Since a thread cutting member prepared in a position can cut thread from a spool in a regular location according

to invention according to claim 4, length to the margin of string always becomes fixed. Therefore, it can constitute from

adjusting a location of a migration place of a prehension migration means after catching thread, and a location of a

thread cutting member easily so that the margin of string may surely pass through a pinholing.

[0013] In threader equipment of a sewing machine according to claim 4, a thread cutting member may be the ****

cutter fixed to the sewing-machine arm lower part like invention according to claim 5. If a **** cutter prepared also

conventionally is made to serve a double purpose also as a thread cutting member for a threader like invention according

to claim 5, a thread cutting member can be prepared without increasing components mark.

[0014]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, the gestalt of operation of this invention is explained to details based on a

drawing. In order that the threader equipment 4 of drawing 1 may be formed in sewing-machine arm la of the

exaggerated lock sewing machine 1 and may let a needle thread pass to the pinholings 2a and 3a oftwo needles 2 and 3,

it is equipment. Threader equipment 4 mainly consists of a control lever 1 1, a cutter 12, the tension-thread-guard means

10, a needle bar thread guide 14, and a threader hook driving means 20 shown in drawing 2 . The threader hook driving

means 20 is usually in sewing-machine arm la behind the tension-thread-guard means 10, and is not in sight from an

outside.

[0015] A control lever 1 1 is a lever operated in case it lets Thread T pass to a needle thread. A cutter 12 is a **** cutter

which edge 12a is attached and cuts **** at the time ofring sewing sewing, such as **********. Moreover, the cutter

12 is formed in the position of the side lower part of sewing-machine arm la which is also a thread cutting member and

is shown in drawing 1 which cuts a needle thread at the time of a threader. This "position" is considered so that the

margin of string of the thread T which can be pulled up by thread prehension hook 26a in the case of the threader

actuation mentioned later may become the length which passes through Pinholings 2a and 3a certainly, and it is decided.

In addition, although the conventional **** cutter was prepared in A location ofdrawing 1 , it is prepared in B location

in this invention in consideration ofthe time of a threader. A needle bar thread guide 14 consists of a spiral wire by

which the screw stop was carried out to the upper part of the needle fixed part 1 6.

[0016] The tension-thread-guard means 10 consists of the PURITENSHON section 13 and a wiper 15. The

PURITENSHON section 13 is nippers about thread between attachment substrate 13a and PURITENSHON pan 13b at

the time of a threader. It is formed so that the right flank of attachment substrate 13a may extend, and the wiper 15 with

which the lower limit section was divided into the edge at two forks is being fixed. The amount of two crotches of a

wiper 15 are guide rail 15a for guiding thread.

[0017] The threader hook driving means 20 shown in drawing 2 consists of electrode-holder 21a which fixed on the

threader shaft 21 and this threader shaft 21, the hook drive board 22, hook covering 23, and 24 grades. As shown in

drawing 3
, among the hook coverings 23 and 24, it is prepared so that the threader hook 25 by which the tip was

formed in the downward ** type may project. This threader hook 25 is the magnitude which passes and can do

Pinholings 2a and 3a. The threader hook driving means 20 is driven so that this threader hook 25 may be approached
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and estranged to needles 2 and 3.

[0018] Moreover, it consists of a long and slender member, and the elastic member 26 which has elasticity possible

[
bending ] as a whole is attached in the back side of the hook drive board 22. The elastic member 26 is being fixed to

the hook drive board 22 with the screw 27, the washer 28, and the nut 29. Moreover, the point of an elastic member 26

is formed needlelike toward the upper part, and has become thread prehension hook (thread prehension section) 26a

which catches the thread shifted from the threader hook 25 so that it may face among the hook coverings 23 and 24.

That is, an elastic member 26 serves as a prehension migration means of this invention. Moreover, as shown in drawing

4 (a), thread prehension hook 26a is just under the threader hook 25, and it is prepared so that the tip may be slightly

located in front near the tip of the threader hook 25.

[0019] The tension-thread-guard means 10 and the hook driving means 20 are constituted so that each may carry out

predetermined actuation with actuation of a control lever 11. That is, it is interlocked with that a control lever 1 1 is

depressed caudad, and the PURITENSHON section 13 and a wiper 15 move until a wiper 15 passes the front of needles

2 and 3 toward the bottom in a slight right slanting. While the threader shaft 21 descends to coincidence mostly, it

rotates in the direction in which the tip of the hook drive board 22 goes ahead, and the threader hook 25 passes along the

pinholing of a needle 2 or a needle 3. Next, if a control lever 1 1 is detached, while a control lever 1 1 goes up and

returning to the original location, the PURITENSHON section 13 and a wiper 15 move to the left slanting upper part,

and the threader shaft 21 goes up rotating to hard flow, and they will be in the original condition. Although usually

closed between attachment substrate 13a of the PURITENSHON section 13, and PURITENSHON pan 13b, when going

up, it opens, after the threader hook 25 catches thread certainly. In addition, since such a device of threader equipment

10 of operation is well-known technology already, details are omitted.

[0020] It can choose now as threader equipment 10 to any ofneedles 2 and 3 a threader is carried out by preparing the

needle change over lever which is not illustrated and operating this lever.

[0021] The actuation at the time of the threader activity in the threader equipment 10 ofthe above-mentioned

configuration is explained, the thread T first guided with threader equipment 10 from the spool which does not have the

sewing-machine arm la upper part a drawing example when letting a needle thread pass to a needle 2 - a needle bar

thread guide 14 - through ~ if it hangs, the outside of through and a control lever 1 1 is turned subsequently to guide rail

15a ofa wiper 15 between attachment substrate 13a of the PURITENSHON section 13, and PURITENSHON pan 13b

and thread is hung on a cutter 12, thread will snap in the location. At this time, the threader hook 25 and thread

prehension hook 26a are in the condition of drawing 4 (a).

[0022] In this condition, if a control lever 1 1 is lengthened below (the direction of arrow head C of drawing 1 ), the

PURITENSHON section 13 will move toward the bottom as mentioned above in the slight right slanting in drawing 1 .

It moves so that Thread T may be guided [ both ] to a wiper 1 5. If it stops in the place where the wiper 1 5 passed the

needles 2 and 3 front, by between attachment substrate 13a of the PURITENSHON section 13 and PURITENSHON pan

13b being closed, it is inserted by sufficient force and Thread T will ****** with predetermined tension just before the

pinholing of a needle 2.

[0023] It rotates, while the threader shaft 21 descends to coincidence mostly with the above-mentioned

PURITENSHON section 13 and actuation ofa wiper 15, and the threader hook 25 approaches pinholing 2a of a needle

2. When Thread T changes into the condition ofhaving ******ed before pinholing 2a, by further rotation ofthe

threader shaft 21, the threader hook 25 passes through pinholing 2a, and draws Thread T in pinholing 2a in the shape of

a jig loop by the ** type tip. It seems that it bends back and a needle 2 is not affected as shown in drawing 4 (b) since it

has flexibility although the tip of thread prehension hook 26a contacts the lower limit section of a needle 2 at this time.

[0024] If the hand of a control lever 1 1 is lifted in this condition, the control lever 1 1 goes up so that it may return. The

threader shaft 21 goes up rotating to hard flow, and in connection with this motion, as shown in drawing 4 (c), the

threader hook 25 pulls up Thread T. At this time, since thread prehension hook 26a also separates from the needle 2, it

returns to the original configuration. Moreover, mostly, it is wide opened by coincidence between attachment substrate

13a and PURITENSHON pan 13b, and the PURITENSHON section 13 and a wiper 15 detach Thread T, move to the

diagonal left, and return to the original location. Although Thread T will separate from the threader hook 25 with a self-

weight etc. in the process in which the threader hook 25 goes up, thread prehension hook 26a located under the slant of

the threader hook 25 is started, and it is caught. If it goes up while the threader shaft 21 furthermore rotates, and return

and thread prehension hook 26a also return to the original position in readiness in the original location, the margin of

string ofThread T currently cut by predetermined length will pass through pinholing 2a ( drawing 4 (d)). In addition,

since thread prehension hook 26a is not fixed only by having hooked Thread T, sewing can be started without the

activity removed from thread prehension hook 26a.

[0025] According to the threader equipment 10 of a more than, the thread which separated from the threader hook 25
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when drawing out Thread T from a pinholing is caught by thread prehension hook 26a, and the margin of string is in the

middle of drawing, and since the margin of string passes from a pinholing with the actuation in which thread prehension

hook 26a returns to the original location, it can be certainly drawn out from a pinholing so that it may not become free.

Therefore, a threader activity is easy and can be done certainly. Moreover, it is attached in the hook drive board 22

which constitutes the threader hook driving means 20, and thread prehension hook 26a is under the threader hook 25,

and since the elastic member 26 which has thread prehension hook 26a is located ahead, it can catch certainly the thread

T which separated from the threader hook 25, moving with the threader hook 25. Thread prehension hook 26a retreats

bending, and seems furthermore, for thread prehension hook 26a to be just under the threader hook 25, and to contact a

needle 2, when the threader hook 25 draws out thread since the tip is prepared so that it may be slightly located in front

near the tip of the threader hook 25, but not to affect a needle 2, since it is a part of elastic member 26.

[0026] Moreover, since the thread T pulled out from the spool by the cutter 12 prepared in the position under a sewing-

machine arm la flank can be cut in the regular location, if thread prehension hook 26a returns to a position in readiness,

the margin of string will surely be drawn out from a pinholing. Furthermore, since the cutter 12 serves also as the

conventional **** cutter, its components mark do not increase.

[0027] In addition, as for this invention, it is needless to say not limited to the gestalt of the above-mentioned

implementation and for it to be able to change suitably. For example, a configuration as shown in drawing 5 is sufficient

as a prehension migration means. The prehension migration means 30 is shown in drawing 5 . The prehension migration

means 30 consists ofhook 31, a spring 34, an omission stop screw 32, and supporter material 33. The hook 31 which is

the thread prehension section is formed in the shape of [ ofKO ] a character. Hook 31 is supported, it is fixed by being

attached in said hook drive board 22 for example, and the supporter material 33 has fitting hole 33a in which head 31a

ofhook 31 is inserted.

[0028] When the migration prehension means 30 of drawing 5 is applied to the gestalt of the above-mentioned

implementation, hook 3 1 is under the threader hook 25, and it is located in said thread prehension hook 26a said

appearance so that it may come in front. If the tip contacts a needle, hook 3 1 resists the elastic force of a spring 34, it

retreats so that head 31a may meet fitting hole 33a, and if it separates from a needle, it can catch the thread which

separated from return and a threader hook ahead according to the energization force of a spring 34.

[0029] Furthermore, although the threader hook was driven with the gestalt of the above-mentioned implementation

with the threader shaft which rotates with actuation of a control lever, it is good also as a configuration which other

devices are sufficient as, for example, contains an actuator. Moreover, although the exaggerated lock sewing machine

explained in this example, the threader equipment of this invention may be applied to other sewing sewing machines of

these, an encaustic sewing sewing machine, etc.

[0030]

[Effect of the Invention] According to invention according to claim 1, the thread from a spool is jutted out near the

pinholing of a needle by the tension-thread-guard means, and the thread is drawn in a pinholing in the shape of a loop by

threader hook. Furthermore, when the thread separates from a threader hook, it is caught by the thread prehension

section of a prehension migration means, and the margin of string does not become free on the way like the threader

equipment of the former [ pass / by migration ofa prehension migration means / through a pinholing / the margin of

string ], and the margin of string can be certainly drawn out from a pinholing. Therefore, a threader activity can be

performed simply and certainly.

[0031] According to invention according to claim 2, a prehension migration means can be certainly caught, when the

thread which the threader hook caught separates from a threader, moving with a threader hook since it is attached in the

threader hook driving means so that the thread prehension section may be located under the threader hook.

[0032] If it is attached in the threader hook driving means like especially claim 2 when the thread prehension section is

prepared near the threader hook, the thread prehension section may touch other members, such as a needle, in the case

of the activity which draws thread in a pinholing by threader hook. However, since at least a part consists of an elastic

member so that it may retreat, ifthe thread prehension section touches other members and it will retreat so that the field

doubling prehension section which contacted the needle etc. may escape if it is the prehension migration means of claim

3, it does not have a bad influence on the activity which draws thread.

[0033] Since the thread cutting member prepared in the position can cut the thread from a spool in the regular location

according to invention according to claim 4, the length to the margin of string always becomes fixed. Therefore, it can

constitute from adjusting the location of the migration place of the prehension migration means after catching thread,

and the location of a thread cutting member easily so that the margin of string may surely pass through a pinholing.

Moreover, ifthe **** cutter prepared also conventionally is made to serve a double purpose also as a thread cutting

member like invention according to claim 5, a thread cutting member can be prepared, without increasing components
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mark.

[Translation done.]
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